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Quantum-mechanical calculation of H on Ni„001… using a model potential based
on first-principles calculations
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First-principles density-functional calculations of hydrogen adsorption on the Ni~001! surface have been
performed in order to get a better understanding of adsorption and diffusion of hydrogen on metal surfaces. We
find good agreement with experiments for the adsorption energy, binding distance, and barrier height for
diffusion at room temperature. A model potential is fitted to the first-principles data points using the simulated
annealing technique and the hydrogen band structure is derived by solving the three-dimensional Schro¨dinger
equation. We find vibrational excitation energies slightly too high, with about 10%, compared with experi-
ments and very narrow hydrogen bands. The experimentally observed absence of a pronounced isotope effect
for hydrogen diffusion at low temperatures is discussed in terms of tunneling in a static three-dimensional
potential.@S0163-1829~97!05124-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen adsorption on metal surfaces has becom
model problem for studying chemisorption and diffusion.

One of the more frequently studied systems is H
Ni~001!. We are particularly interested in the diffusion pr
cess, especially at low temperatures where quantum eff
are important. Both experimentally1–3 and theoretically4–8 a
distinct change of the temperature dependence of the d
sion constant has been found when lowering the tempera
from an activated Arrhenius behavior at high temperature
a nearly temperature-independent diffusion at low tempe
tures. The interpretation of the latter is that the diffusi
process is dominated by tunneling between localized gro
states for the hydrogen atom. The experimentally determi
magnitude for the diffusion constant at low temperatu
does not show any strong isotope dependence,1,3 which pro-
vides a challenge for theoretical treatments.9,10

To get a good description and understanding of the di
sion process accurate models for the interatomic interact
are required. Several different model potentials have b
proposed for the H/Ni~001! system,7,8,11–14 but a common
feature for most of these potentials is that they are fitted
experimentally determined parameters which mostly refl
properties of the equilibrium configuration. When deali
with diffusion and tunneling, however, not only the equili
rium configuration is important but also properties along
diffusion and tunneling paths. The development of electr
structure calculations using the density-functional theory
been rapid during the last years15 and it has now become
feasible to obtain quite high accuracy for a variety of syste
including H interacting with metal surfaces.16 This opens the
possibility of calculations from first-principles properties
the potential-energy surface which are crucial for the det
of the diffusion process. We have therefore performed to
energy calculations for H on Ni~001! using the density-
560163-1829/97/56~4!/2258~9!/$10.00
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functional theory, pseudopotentials, and plane-wave exp
sions for the electronic wave functions. The results
presented in Sec. II.

The first-principle calculation of the total energy is tim
consuming and one can only afford such calculations fo
limited number of configurations. In the present paper
also determine the vibrational frequencies and the tunne
matrix element for hydrogen and thus the total energy
many points are required. We have therefore interpola
between the first-principles data points using a model po
tial for the interatomic interaction. The details of the fittin
procedure are given in Sec. III and the resulting model
tential is found to reproduce quite well the data points fro
the first-principles calculations.

In Sec. IV the model potential is used to evaluate t
vibrational excitation energies and the corresponding ba
widths by solving the Schro¨dinger equation for hydrogen o
a numerical grid. The vibrational frequencies are found
compare well with the experimental data.

The calculated values for the bandwidths are used in S
V to discuss the isotope dependence of the tunneling di
sion rate. If the curvature of the potential perpendicular
the tunneling path increases when moving from the cente
the bridge position the isotope effect will be less pronounc
compared with the usual square root dependence in
Wentzel-Kramers-Brilliouin ~WKB! exponent due to the
zero-point motion effect. If this effect is large that cou
explain at least a part of the absence of a pronounced iso
effect at low temperatures, without invoking motion of th
lattice atoms. Using the present first-principles data for
total energy we can now determine the magnitude of t
effect. We find that the curvature around the bridge posit
is indeed larger compared with the equilibrium~center! po-
sition but the change is not sufficiently large to explain t
experimental results. In a forthcoming study17 the effect of
lattice motion will be investigated.
2258 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 2259QUANTUM-MECHANICAL CALCULATION OF H ON . . .
II. FIRST-PRINCIPLES CALCULATIONS

The first-principles calculations are based on the dens
functional theory with the full atomic potential for hydroge
and the pseudopotential by Troullier and Martins18 for the
nickel atoms. The wave functions are expanded in pl
waves with an energy cutoff of 50 Ry and are self-consist
in the local-density approximation~LDA !. The generalized
gradient approximation~GGA-II! ~Ref. 19! correction is then
calculated using the LDA densities. The energies are
trapolated to zero fictitious electronic temperature (Tel) from
the valuekBTel50.1 eV, used in the calculations. The fu
Brillouin zone is sampled with 100k points which gives
15–25 in the irreducible zone depending on the position
the hydrogen atom. The Kohn-Sham equations are solve
means of the conjugate gradients method15 and the self-
consistent occupation numbers are found via a minimiza
of the electronic energy.20

We study a slab with five nickel layers with a monolay
of hydrogen on one side of the slab and vacuum on the o
side. The size of the vacuum region is 10.4 Å. We use
LDA lattice constant for Ni~3.47 Å! and we allow the meta
atoms to relax in the perpendicular direction~001! in pres-
ence of the adsorbed hydrogen. The distance between
first and second layer increases with 0.12 Å and between
second and third layer the increase is 0.10 Å. The relaxa
of the clean metal surface on the opposite side of the sla
inwards and smaller; the first layer relaxes 1.7% inwa
relative to the fixed middle layer. The most important rela
ation is accounted for since the remaining forces on
metal atoms are of the order of ten times less than the
responding forces for a truncated bulk slab with adsor
hydrogen at the equilibrium position. In all subsequent c
culations the nickel atoms will be kept fixed in these relax
positions.

Only the perpendicular relaxation can be accounted
since the calculations are done for a monolayer covera
This is a limitation since other relaxations can influence
behavior. In a forthcoming study17 the relaxation for both
hydrogen and deuterium, treated fully quantum mechanic
using the present model potential, will be discussed. T
desirable combination of first-principles calculations of en
gies and forces and a quantum-mechanical description of
drogen is still, for computational reasons, out of reach, a
we must resort to model potentials for quantum-mechan
calculations.

The total energy has been determined for different heig
of the adsorbed hydrogen atom at four different locations
the surface, shown in Fig. 1. These different positions co
the most important regions of the surface for hydrogen
bration, diffusion, and tunneling. In Fig. 2 we show the r
sults for the total energy together with the model poten
developed in the next section. The zero of the energy sca
determined from the calculated adsorption energy, which
define as the difference between the energy with hydro
adsorbedEH,Ni and the sum of the energy for a single hydr
gen atomEH and the energy for the bare nickel slabENi :

Eads5EH,Ni2~EH1ENi!. ~1!
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Eads is thus the depth of the potential well excluding th
quantum mechanical zero-point energy of the adsorbed
drogen atom.

The energy for the single hydrogenEH is
EH
GGA-II5213.639 eV andEH

LDA5213.034 eV, respectively
for H in supercells of the size 53535 Å, using a plane-
wave cutoff energy of 50 Ry and including spin effects. T
GGA-II energy in the supercell is close to the energy o
tained (213.649 eV! using an atomic basis set.21 The ener-
giesEH,Ni andENi are evaluated using the present slab c
culation. The final result isEads

GGA-II 5 22.76 eV andEads
LDA

523.38 eV using GGA-II and LDA, respectively.
Early first-principles calculations on the system we

made by Weinert and Davenport22 who used the spin polar
ized full-potential linear augmented-plane-wave meth
~FPLAPW!, Umrigar and Wilkins23 who used the nonspin

FIG. 1. The four points indicate where the first-principles c
culations have been performed on the~001! surface. H: hollow site;
B: bridge site; M: midsite, half-way between the hollow and brid
sites; O: off site, 0.15 Å away from the bridge site and perpendi
lar to the H-M-B path.

FIG. 2. The energy as a function of height above the surfa
first-principles data~points! and the model potential~full line!. *:
hollow site~H! , 1: mid site~M!, 3: bridge site~B!, ands: off site
~O!. The model potential has, as can be seen in the figure, a slig
larger barrier~132 meV! than the first-principles data~127 meV!.
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TABLE I. H on Ni~001!, experimental data and first-principles results for the adsorption energy, ad
tion height, perpendicular frequency~harmonic approximation!, and barrier height for diffusion~energy
difference between the hollow and bridge sites excluding the change in zero-point energy!.

Energy
~eV!

Height
~Å!

\v'

~meV!
Barrier
~meV!

Experimental data
Stensgaard and Jakobsen~Ref. 27! 0.5060.10
Lapujoulade and Neil~Ref. 25! 22.8
Christmannet al. ~Ref. 26! 22.8
Karlssonet al. ~Ref. 39! 78

First-principles results
Upton and Goddard~Ref. 24! 23.04 0.30 73 310
Weinert and Davenport~Ref. 22! 23.28a

Umrigar and Wilkins~Ref. 23! 23.42 0.32 90 80
Present work, LDA 23.38 0.54 102 173
Present work, GGA-II 22.76 0.57 100 127

aWe have added the quantum mechanical zero-point energy.
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polarized FPLAPW, and Upton and Goddard24 who per-
formed Hartree-Fock calculations on a Ni20 cluster. Results
from these calculations are quoted in Table I and compa
with experimental data and our calculations.

Our LDA result shows the expected overbinding but t
GGA-II gives an adsorption energy which is in quantitati
agreement with the available experimental results. The
perimental data are from flash-desorption experiments
Lapujoulade and Neil25 and Christmann, Schober, Ertl, an
Neumann26 which both were further analyzed by Wonchob
Hu, and Truhlar7 in order to find the adsorption energy.

Transmission channeling experiments, made by Ste
gaard and Jakobsen,27,28measured the adsorption height a
the data are in good agreement with our calculations.
find the equilibrium height to be 0.57 Å and the experimen
value is 0.5060.10 Å.27,28

The vibrational frequencies given in Table I are in t
harmonic approximation. In the next section we will dete
mine the vibrational properties more accurately by solv
the Schro¨dinger equation for the hydrogen atom and we po
pone a discussion of these numbers to that section.

Umrigar and Wilkins23 calculated the difference betwee
hollow and bridge to be only 0.080 eV but since they us
different muffin-tin radii at the hollow and bridge sites th
value is questionable. The barrier height obtained by Up
and Goddard24 differs a lot from the other data. Experiment
values of the activation energy for diffusion are in the ran
0.139–0.174 eV.1,3,29,30In Sec. V we will consider the zero
point motion effect on the activation energy and we can th
make a more direct comparison with the experimental nu
bers.

III. MODEL POTENTIAL

The next step is to make use of the first-principles da
points to derive a model potential for the hydrogen-me
interaction. For metallic systems a variety of simple man
atom potentials has been introduced to handle bonding
metals which all could be represented by the expression
d
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Etot5(
i
Fi~r i !1

1

2(iÞ j
f i j ~r i j !. ~2!

They have been named pair-functional methods31 but the
physical interpretation behind the functions in Eq.~2! differs
among the different methods. In the effective medium the
~EMT! ~Refs. 32,33! and the embedded atom method~EAM!
~Ref. 11,34,35! the first term represents the embedding e
ergy of an atom in the background electronic densityr i due
to the surrounding atoms while the second term is a cor
tion written as a pair potential. The EMT is a hierarchy
approximations36 and only in the most approximate leve
does it reduce to Eq.~2!. The aim with the EMT is to provide
expressions to evaluate the different terms entering Eq.~2!
while the EAM is more empirical in nature. We have foun
here that to get a good fit to the first-principles data b
terms in Eq.~2! have to be adjusted in an empirical mann
and in that respect we follow the EAM description qui
closely.

In the present paper we have restricted ourselves to a r
metal lattice and the H-H interaction is neglected. The to
energy can then be written as

Etot5FH~r!1(
i

@f~r i !1FNi~r i !#, ~3!

where the sum is over the nickel atoms,r i is the the electron
density at the metal atoms, andFNi is the embedding energ
for nickel. We have to determine three different quantitie
the electron densityr from the metal atoms at the position o
the hydrogen atom, the embedding energyFH(r) for hydro-
gen as a function of the electron densityr, and the pair
interactionf(r ) between hydrogen and a metal atom se
rated by the distancer .

The first-principles results for the electron density fro
the metal atoms are shown in Fig. 3. We show the densit
the hollow and bridge positions as functions of the distan
from the surface. In the EAM the electron density is obtain
from a superposition of spherically symmetric atom
Hartree-Fock densities. The number of 4s electronsns is
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used as a fitting parameter and in previous studies the va
ns50.85,11 ns51.52,34 andns52.0 were used.13,7,8We find
here that the valuens52.0 leads to the best agreement w
the first-principles results~see Fig. 3!. A slightly better
agreement can be obtained usingns52.2, but the improve-
ment is marginal and we have decided to use the va
ns52.0. As can be seen in Fig. 3 the agreement at the ho
site is quite good while it is less satisfactory at the brid
site. Especially the gradient of the density fails at the brid
site. The charge is redistributed at the surface and the su
position of spherical atomic centered densities is quest
able. We believe this to be the reason for the difficulties
transferability between different surfaces.7 Wonchoba and
Truhlar8 have very recently tried to incorporate effects of t
charge density gradient in order to achieve a more trans
able potential.

For the embedding functionFH(r) we first tried to use
the embedding energy for H in an homogeneous electron
determined using the density-functional theory together w
the GGA-II approximation,21 thereby reducing the fitting to
the pair-interaction term. However, we found that to ge
good agreement with the first-principles data the embedd
function FH(r) also has to be included in the fitting proc
dure. We have used the following analytical form for t
embedding energy:

FH~r!5aH1rexp@2bH1r#1aH2rexp@2bH2r#, ~4!

FIG. 3. Electron density as a function of height above the s
face for the hollow site and the bridge site. The full lines are fr
the first-principles calculations and the dotted lines are from
EAM densities~superposition of atomic densities! with ns52. The
density profile at the hollow site is well described by the atom
densities but the agreement is poorer for the bridge site. The p
tion with lowest energy for hydrogen is at 0.6 Å above the surf
at the hollow site and at 1.0 Å at the bridge site.
es
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similar to the one used by Wonchoba and Truhlar8. The pair-
interaction term is written in the usual form

f~r !5
ZNi~r !ZH~r !

r
~5!

with

ZNi~r !5Z0Ni~11bNirNi
n !exp~2aNir ! ~6!

as in Ref. 34 and forZH(r ) we have assumed the form

ZH~r !5S r

bH
D cHexpF2

r

aH
G1dHexp@2eHr

2#. ~7!

The second term is for numerical purposes, necessary
whenr→0, and it has no influence on the properties at n
mal distances. We have investigated a number of other fu
tional forms of the effective charge, sums of two or thr
exponentials, and a form similar toZNi , but the form in Eq.
~7! gave the best fit.

We have fitted the potential to our first-principles GGA-
data by calculating and minimizing the mean square de
tion x2 between the first-principles energy points in Fig.
a i
ref and the corresponding results obtained using the mo

potentiala i ,

x25(
i51

15 S a i2a i
ref

Da i
D 2. ~8!

The sum is over the 15 points in Fig. 2 andDa i are allowed
deviations from the first-principles data. Herea i

ref was cal-
culated using the atomic basis set energy for hydro
EH5213.649 eV which cause a 0.01 eV difference betwe
Fig. 2 and Table I. All parameters are given in Table II. A
can be seen in Fig. 2 the resulting model potential give
quite good interpolation between the fits to the fir
principles data points.

TABLE II. Various parameters entering the expressions for
model potential. The seven parametersaH1 , bH1 , aH2 , bH2 , aH ,
bH , andcH have been determined by fitting to the first-principl
data points;dH and eH are introduced for numerical reasons on
~see text!. The parameters forZNi are from Ref. 34.

FH(r )
aH1 306.371 eV Å3

bH1 5.8637 Å3

aH2 2373.783 eV Å3

bH2 6.5588 Å3

ZH(r )
aH 0.15486 Å
bH 0.29139 Å
cH 4.7557
dH 0.15 Å
eH 4.50 Å22

ZNi(r )
Z0Ni 37.9326 AeV Å
bNi 0.8957 Å21

aNi 1.8633 Å21

nNi 1.0
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In Fig. 4 we show two previously used model potentia
the original EAM by Daw and Baskes11 and the EAM pa-
rametrization by Rice, Garret, Koszykowski, Foiles, a
Daw,13 together with our potential. Wonchoba, Hu, an
Truhlar7 have used a potential which is very similar to t
one by Riceet al.13 The differences are large between t
original EAM potential and the later parametrizations. S
nificant effects on the dynamical properties are inevita
and comparisons between results obtained using diffe
potentials4,6,7are very hard to make. The differences betwe
the present potential and the parametrization by Riceet al.13

and by Wonchobaet al.7 are much smaller but not negl
gible: the barrier is lower, the vibrational frequencies perp
dicular to the path are higher, and the adsorption heigh
slightly increased.

IV. VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES

The model potential will now be used to solve the thre
dimensional Schro¨dinger equation for the hydrogen atom
Since the first-principles data cover the most important
gions of the surface for hydrogen vibrations and tunnel
we will mainly be interpolating between the first-principle
data points when solving the Schro¨dinger equation. The
metal host is kept frozen so no relaxations of the metal ato
are included.

The Hamiltonian was discretized using finite differenc
and a cubic mesh. The resulting matrix eigenvalue prob
was solved using the Lanczos algorithm. This algorithm
very well suited to our problem because the lowest eigen
ues can be determined very accurately and efficiently.37 The
extent of the mesh in thex-y plane was chosen so that
contained exactly 1/4 of a periodic cell. By computing t
ground-state energies for a set ofk points ~the G point and
two points at the zone boundaryX andM , using different
boundary conditions at the cell boundaries,38! the bandwidth
D was determined, defined as the difference in energy
tween theG andM points. Different grid spacings, down t
0.0311 Å, were used in order to control the discretizat
error. The values for the bandwidths were surprisingly sta
when changing the grid spacing and the errors are less

FIG. 4. The potential energy in a plane perpendicular to
~001! surface and through the hollow, mid, and bridge sites. A:
original EAM potential by Daw and Baskes~Ref. 11!; B: the EAM
parametrization used by Riceet al. ~Ref. 13! and by Wonchoba
et al. ~Ref. 7!; C: the current potential fitted to the first-principle
calculations. Each energy contour differs by 25 meV and in
cases the energy at the hollow site is zero. The numbers on the
are in Å.
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3% for the ground-state bandwidth and less than 10% for
excited-state bandwidths. For the calculated excitation e
gies we find the discretization errors to be less than 2%.

In Fig. 5 we show the wave functions for the three lowe
energy eigenstates. TheA1

1 state corresponds clearly to
vibrational excitation perpendicular to the surface whileE1

is parallel in character. The anharmonicity in the potentia
seen in all wave functions. Higher excited states are of mi
parallel and perpendicular character. We identify theA1

1 state
with the prominent excitation seen in the high-resoluti
electron-energy-loss spectroscopy~HREELS! measure-
ments39 which differs from the identification made by Pusk
et al.,40,38 who used a potential based on the effective m
dium theory~EMT!. The reason is that the three-dimension
potential energy surfaces differ. The most important diff
ence is that the EMT barrier is only of the order of 40–
meV,23 which gives a more pronounced parallel character
the A1

1 state. The adsorption height~the maximum of the
ground-state wave function! is also different. In the EMT
potential it is 0.95 Å~Ref. 38! while in our case it is 0.57 Å.

We have performed calculations for both hydrogen a
deuterium and the results are shown in Table III. The exp
mental values for the perpendicular and parallel excitati
of hydrogen are 78 and 58 meV, respectively,39,41 and for
deuterium the corresponding values are 55 and 43 meV.39,41

The perpendicular frequencies are measured at full cove
and for the~001! surface.39 A direct comparison can be mad
and our numbers are found to be slightly too high, ab
10%. The isotope shift is 1.39 compared with the experim
tal value 1.42. The parallel frequencies, however, are m

TABLE III. Energies and bandwidths for H/D on Ni~001!.

Hydrogen Deuterium
Band Energy~eV! Width ~eV! Energy~eV! Width ~eV!

A1
0 0.121 2231029 0.084 27310212

A1
1 0.207 1231026 0.147 3131029

E1 0.189 3.631026 0.132 7.031029

Excitation energy~meV!

\v' 86 62
\v i 68 48

e
e

ll
xis

FIG. 5. The wave functions~for theG point! for the three lowest
energy states for H on Ni~001! in a vertical plane along the

^1 1̄0& direction. The length of the cut is the surface lattice distan
2.49 Å and the cut is between two bridge sites. All contour lines
equally spaced and dashed lines correspond to negative num
The numbers on the axis are in Å.
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56 2263QUANTUM-MECHANICAL CALCULATION OF H ON . . .
sured more indirectly on the~510! surface41 and some uncer
tainty is connected to the experimental numbers.
example, the perpendicular excitation for deuterium chan
from 55 meV on the~001! surface39 to 60 meV on~510!.41

We find again that our values are too high, with about 10
Our calculated bandwidths are much smaller than

bandwidths found by Puska and co-workers. For theA1
1 state

they find a bandwidth of 0.005 eV which is 400 times larg
than ours. The reason again is the large difference in
potential. We notice that our results are more consistent w
the spectroscopic data discussed in Ref. 42.

An important point is that the vibrational frequencies a
lowered by 15% compared with the harmonic approximat
~Table I!. The harmonic approximation gives approximate
100 meV but the resulting value from the full calculation
86 meV. Rick and Doll43 have found a similar behavior fo
the vibrational states of H on Pd~111!. This change in vibra-
tional frequency makes it difficult to fit a model potential
experimental values for the frequencies.

The ground-state wave functions for deuterium can
compared with experimental results for the distribution fro
transmission channeling experiments by Stensgaard and
kobsen. Our calculated spatial widthd5A^x21y2& ~two-
dimensional rms value! is d50.20 Å and the experimenta
value isdexp50.2060.04 Å.28

V. TUNNELING MATRIX ELEMENTS

Our main interest is the diffusion process at low cov
ages. The measurements of the diffusion constant1 do not
show any strong coverage dependence neither for the ac
tion energy and prefactor at high temperature nor for
tunneling diffusion constant at low temperature. It is not u
reasonable to use the present model potential also for lo
coverages, despite the fact that it is fitted to the fir
principles data points for a monolayer. The HREELS m
surements of the vibrational spectra39 show that the
hydrogen-hydrogen interaction can not be fully neglected
to a first approximation that is justified.

Adsorbate-adsorbate interaction is both direct a
indirect.44 The direct interactions are covalent bonding, V
der Waals interactions, and dipole-dipole interactions al
which are small at the present interatomic distance.44 The
indirect interaction~substrate mediated interaction! has two
parts, an elastic interaction between the displacement fi
of the adsorbed atoms and effects due to changes in the
tronic structure at the surface. First-principles calculatio
performed at lower coverage will in the future be feasib
and give a complete picture of the potential energy surf
also for low coverage. The electronic contribution to t
adsorbate-adsorbate interaction can then be calculated.
elastic interaction requires calculations on an even larger
tem, in the case of hydrogen it is in addition necessary
solve the Schro¨dinger equation and calculate the relaxatio
self-consistently. Recent calculations,17 employing the
present model potential show, however, that the relaxat
are small and cannot solely account for the shift in vib
tional energy observed experimentally.39

The bandwidth for hydrogen is extremely small and
expect the motion along the surface at low temperature
be incoherent tunneling. Pertubation theory~golden rule!
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gives a simple estimate for the transition rate between
sites of the form

k5
2p

\
J2r, ~9!

wherer is the density of final states and

J5E drF* ~r !DU~r !F~r2R! ~10!

is the tunneling matrix element between two localized sta
F(r2R) andF* (r ) at neighboring sites separated by t
distanceR. DU(r ) is the difference from the local potentia
added to the local potential it produces the full period
potential.45 DU(r ) is thus a coupling between the localize
states on neighboring sites and can be treated as a pert
tion. For a square lattice the tracer diffusion constant is th
given byD5a2k with a52.49 Å for Ni~001!. The potential
is, as mentioned above, fitted to full-coverage data, wh
makes it only approximately correct for the low-covera
case.

The bandwidthD is directly related to the tunneling ma
trix element. In a tight-binding formulation of ans band
assuming nearest-neighbor overlap only the energy is45,46

e~k!5e01(
NN

Jcosk•R, ~11!

where k is the crystal momentum and the sum is ov
nearest-neighboring sites. The relation between the ba
width, as defined in the previous section, and the tunne
matrix element is thereforeD58J.

Experimentally one finds no pronounced isotope effect
diffusion at low temperatures.1 The diffusion constant is
found to be temperature independent for both H and D
the magnitude for both isotopes is similar. This is une
pected and not understood. One effect that influences
isotope dependence is the shape of the three-dimensiona
tential energy surface. If the region around the barrier top
higher curvature compared with the stable site the effec
barrier for hydrogen will be larger compared with deuteriu
due to the two transverse degrees of freedom. We have
determined the bandwidth for both H and D. These two nu
bers differ by a factor 103 and we then expect, based on E
~9!, that the diffusion constants will differ by about a fact
106. We conclude that the observed isotope effect at l
temperatures cannot be explained by tunneling in a th
dimensional static potential.

To make it more explicit and quantify the importance
the three-dimensional potential we write the matrix elem
in the WKB approximation:

J5S \v

2p DexpF2
1

\E2s0

s0 A2m@Vmep~s!2E#dsG . ~12!

The turning points6s0 are determined by the condition tha
Vmep(s56s0)5E, whereVmep(s) is the potential along the
minimum energy path,E is the ground-state energy, andv is
the vibrational frequency at the potential minimum. Assu
ing a single harmonic oscillator density of statesr51/\v,
we arrive at the following expression for the transition ra
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k5
v

2p
expF2

2

\E2s0

s0 A2m@Vmep~s!2E#dsG . ~13!

Eq. ~12! assumes that the motion is one dimensional.
approximately account for the three-dimensional motion
the hydrogen atom one can add the zero-point energies
the two transversal degrees of freedom along the tunne
path.47,10Vmep(s) in Eq. ~13! is then replaced by an effectiv
isotope-dependent potential

Veff
H ~s!5Vmep~s!1

1

2
\v1

H~s!1
1

2
\v2

H~s!,

Veff
D ~s!5Vmep~s!1

1

2
\v1

D~s!1
1

2
\v2

D~s!, ~14!

wherev1,2
H,D are the two frequencies along the minimum e

ergy path for the two transversal degrees of freedom.
effective potentials, which are different for hydrogen a
deuterium are shown in Fig. 6. The transversal modes
clearly important. The effective barrier heights a
Deff
H 5204 andDeff

D 5183 meV for hydrogen and deuterium
respectively, which should be compared with the bare bar
height which for the model potential is equal toDbare5132
meV ~the 5 meV difference to the first-principles data
Table I is explained in Fig. 2!. The WKB bandwidths for the
bare potential are Dbare

H 567031029 and Dbare
D

5560310212 eV compared withDeff
H 56.631029 andDeff

D

56.0310212 eV using the effective potentials. The latt
numbers are much closer to the bandwidths obtained by s
ing the Schro¨dinger equation numerically~see Table III!.

The increase of the effective barrier for H compared w
D is far too small to explain the absence of a pronoun
isotope effect for diffusion at low temperatures. If we use
numerical values for the bandwidths obtained in the previ
section together with Eq.~9! and r51/\v we obtain
DH56.6310216 and DD51.4310221 cm2/s for the diffu-
sion constant at low temperatures. The values are factor

FIG. 6. The potential energy along the minimum energy p
between the hollow site and the bridge siteVmep(s) ~full line!. The
two other curves show the effective potentials for hydrog
Veff
H (s), ~dashed line! and deuteriumVeff

D (s) ~dotted line! along the
same path. The effective potentials contain the zero-point en
for the two transverse degrees of freedom.
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105 and 109 too small, respectively, compared with the e
perimental numbers. To explain the experimental isotope
pendence the increase of the effective barrier has to be a
twice as large for hydrogen as that for deuterium. Suc
large effect should also give rise to a large difference
activation energy for diffusion around room temperature
tween the two isotopes. That is not observed. In contrary,
activation energy for deuterium seems to be slightly lar
compared with hydrogen.30

We can now make a more detailed comparison with
periment for the barrier height. Also around room tempe
ture the zero-point motion effect is important. To a first a
proximation the experimentally observed activation energ
equal to the effective barrier height minus the zero-point
ergy for one degree of freedom. We then obtain the res
DEH5169 andDED5165 meV for hydrogen and deuterium
respectively. We have also performed quantum Monte Ca
calculations of the diffusion constant using the path centr
formulation.48 Around room temperature the diffusion con
stant is found to follow an Arrhenius behavior with the slo
DEQMC

H 5167 meV. This number is surprisingly close to th
more crude estimate above. The corresponding experime
numbers areDEH5152613 andDED5190620 meV, re-
spectively. If we had used the results based on the L
instead our barrier heights would have been about 50 m
higher ~see Table I!.

We can therefore conclude that the GGA-II for th
exchange-correlation energy seems to reproduce the ex
mentally observed activation energy for hydrogen diffusi
on the Ni ~001! surface. The results using the LDA instea
give an activation energy that is too high compared w
experiments.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have performed electron-structure calculations for
drogen adsorbed on the Ni~001! surface using the density
functional theory. Two different approximations for the e
change and correlation potential are used, the local-den
approximation~LDA ! and the generalized gradient approx
mation ~GGA-II!.19 The LDA calculations are performe
self-consistently, whereas the nonlocal corrections of
GGA-II are evaluated from the LDA densities. A slab co
figuration is used and we have restricted ourselves to
monolayer of hydrogen for computational reasons.

The calculated adsorption energy and binding distance
both found to be in excellent agreement with the experim
tal data.25–28For the former it is crucial to use the GGA-II t
obtain an accurate number.

By fitting the limited number of first-principles dat
points to an analytical expression of EAM type we have a
determined the hydrogen bandstructure by solving the Sc¨-
dinger equation for the hydrogen on a three-dimensio
grid. An efficient numerical method based on the Lancz
algorithm is used37 to calculate the eigenvectors and eige
values. The model potential, which is a result of the optim
zation procedure, is found to reproduce quite well the fir
principles results and we are therefore essentia
interpolating between the first-principles data points wh
solving the Schro¨dinger equation.

The vibrational frequencies for both H and D are found
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be slightly too high, with about 10%, compared with th
experimental numbers.39,41 For a proper evaluation of the
vibrational frequencies a quantum-mechanical approach
to be used. Determining the perpendicular vibrational f
quency from the curvature at the bottom of the well leads
a frequency 16% too high compared with the quantum m
chanical solution. The width of the ground-state wave fun
tion for deuterium is also found to agree wit
experiments.27,28

We find that the barrier height for diffusion at high tem
peratures~above;100 K! is in good agreement with experi
ments. Our potential has been derived for a monolayer
hydrogen but the experiments are performed at lower cov
ages. However, they do not show any strong coverage
pendence neither for the activation energy nor for t
prefactor.1 The agreement is better if the GGA-II data a
used compared with LDA. Similar conclusions have be
drawn for hydrogen dissociation on metal surfaces.49 A
proper comparison has to include the so-called zero-p
motion effect which is substantial also at room temperatu

We have also considered the experimentally observed
sence of a pronounced isotope effect for diffusion at lo
temperatures~below ;100 K!.1,3 In the present paper we
have determined the bandwidth of the ground state for b
H and D with high accuracy. The bandwidth is directly r
lated to the tunneling matrix elements for motion in a sta
three-dimensional potential. Even in absence of lattice m
tion unconventional isotope effects can be obtained due
the shape of the potential energy surface. If the curvature
the potential perpendicular to the tunneling path increa
J

d
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o
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e
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nt
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b-
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c
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when moving from the center to the bridge position the i
tope effect will be less pronounced compared with the us
squareroot dependence in the WKB exponent. We find h
that the curvature at the bridge position is indeed larger c
pared with the equilibrium site, the center position, but
change is far too small to explain the experimental resul

To conclude, the present study shows that first-princip
electron-structure calculations can now be used to determ
with quite high accuracy the potential energy surface for
drogen interacting with transition metal surfaces. This w
be of crucial importance in the future in elucidating t
mechanism for hydrogen diffusion on metal surfaces at
temperatures. This problem has very recently become e
more important to investigate theoretically due to conflict
experimental results.1,3,50,51
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